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Some important 
lessons to remember...

... using Higgs search as example

17

In addition, we provide in Figure 9 (and listed in Table VIII) the values for the observed 1-CLs+b and its expected
distribution as a function of mH . The value CLs+b is the p-value for the signal-plus-background hypothesis. These
values can be used to obtain alternative upper limits that are more constraining compared to those obtained via the
CLs method. In such a formulation, the power of the search is limited at a level chosen a priori to avoid setting limits
when the background model grossly overpredicts the data or the data exhibit a large background-like fluctuation (e.g.,
limit at the -1! background fluctuation level.). Within Figure 9, 95% C.L. power-constrained limits can be found
at the points for which 1-CLs+b exceeds 95%. The expected range of exclusion is !40% larger using PCL than the
Bayesian and CLs limits quoted here. We continue our convention of quoting Bayesian and CLs limits however.
In summary, we combine CDF and D0 results on SM Higgs boson searches, based on luminosities up to 8.2 fb!1.

Compared to our previous combination, more data have been added to the existing channels, additional channels
have been included, and analyses have been further optimized to gain sensitivity. We use the recommendation of the
PDF4LHC working group for the central value of the parton distribution functions and uncertainties [32]. We use the
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FIG. 7: Observed and expected (median, for the background-only hypothesis) 95% C.L. upper limits on the ratios to the SM
cross section, as functions of the Higgs boson mass for the combined CDF and D0 analyses. The limits are expressed as a
multiple of the SM prediction for test masses (every 5 GeV/c2) for which both experiments have performed dedicated searches
in di!erent channels. The points are joined by straight lines for better readability. The bands indicate the 68% and 95%
probability regions where the limits can fluctuate, in the absence of signal. The limits displayed in this figure are obtained with
the Bayesian calculation.
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Fixed order calculations
Cross-section for Higgs production known for long time

LO order result completely underestimates central value and 
uncertainties
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FIG. 2: K-factor for Higgs production at the LHC. Each line
corresponds to a di!erent order in the expansion in (1 ! x).
The renormalization and factorization scales are set to MH .

estimate of the scale dependence, we display two curves
corresponding to the values (µR, µF ) = (2MH , MH/2)
and (MH/2, 2MH) (see Fig. (3)). The scale dependence
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FIG. 3: Scale dependence at the LHC. The lower curve of
each pair corresponds to µR = 2MH , µF = MH/2, the upper
to µR = MH/2, µF = 2MH . The K-factor is computed with
respect to the LO cross section at µR = µF = MH .

is reduced when going from NLO to NNLO and, in con-
trast to the results in Ref. [2], the perturbative series up
to NNLO appears to be well behaved. The reason is that
both the newly calculated contributions from hard ra-
diation and the e!ect of the previously unavailable set
of NNLO parton distribution functions reduce the NNLO

cross section. Detailed studies of the individual e!ects

will be presented in a forthcoming paper.

Fig. 4 shows the results for the Tevatron at a center-of-
mass energy of

!
s = 2 TeV. Here the dependence on µR
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FIG. 4: Scale dependence for Tevatron Run II. The lower
curve of each pair corresponds to µR = µF = 2MH , the upper
to µR = µF = MH/2.

and µF has the same sign, so we set µR = µF " µ and
vary µ between MH/2 and 2MH . The K-factor is larger
than for the LHC, but the perturbative convergence and
the scale dependence are satisfactory.

CONCLUSIONS

We have computed the NNLO corrections to inclusive
Higgs production at hadron colliders. We find reasonable
perturbative convergence and reduced scale dependence.
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Lesson 1:
For reliable calculations, need 

at least NLO results
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Large logarithms
Ratio of scales appear as logarithms in perturbative results

For each power of αs, typically get two powers of logarithms

If large ratios of scales present, should sum these logarithms 
for well behaved perturbation theory

from resummation [38]. Fixed order perturbation theory is invalid for small values of

pH
T. Nevertheless, observables can be reliably computed if their definition allows for an

integration over a su!ciently large range in pH
T values. Here, we study the cumulative

cross-section

!(pH,max
T ) =

p
H,max
T
!

0

"!

"pH
T

dpH
T . (2.1)

This observable mimics the e"ect of selection cuts with a cuto" on the maximum Higgs

transverse momentum. Since in the transverse plane the Higgs boson balances the asso-

ciated jet radiation, the cross-section with a jet-veto is similar to the cross-section with a

veto on high values of pH
T.

Figure 2: Cumulative cross-section for the Higgs transverse momentum distribution with
MC@NLO, NLL resummation [38] and at NLO.

In Fig. 1 we plot the cross-section in the fixed NLO and NNLO #s expansion. As in all

plots of this paper, we show the scale variation in the interval mH/2 < µF = µR < 2mH.

The fixed order cross-sections at NLO and NNLO become negative and tend to infinity

when the pH
T cuto" is small (below 10GeV ). For such small values of pH,max

T perturbation

theory breaks down. We observe that for larger cuto"s (above 40GeV and up to 100GeV)

the NLO and NNLO results are in very good agreement. The NNLO cross-section increases

however faster than NLO with higher cuto"s leading to the known by ! 20% larger NNLO

result with respect to NLO for the total cross-section [8–10]. The analyses in Ref. [29,30]

show that a better S/B ratio is achieved if stricter than 40 GeV cuto"s are used for the

jet transverse momenta; for cuto" values in between 20GeV and 40GeV we observe large

perturbative corrections.

– 4 –

Anastasiou et al (0801.2682)
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Lesson 2:
Large ratios of scales lead to 

logarithms that should be 
resummed
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Hadronic effects
Hadronization and underlying event affects the cross sections

Can only be estimated using parton shower algorithms

the sensitivity of the cross-section to the choice of the jet-algorithm or the jet-radius falls

below ! 2 " 3%.

Figure 11: Di!erence of the cross-section after signal cuts including the underlying event and
hadronization models, with respect to the partonic cross-section. The cross-section is shown as a
function of the jet-veto value for the SISCone clustering algorithm.

We now study the e!ect of hadronization as it is modeled in HERWIG and of the

underlying event as implemented in JIMMY [39]. In Fig. 11 we present the relative di!er-

ence of the cross-section with respect to the partonic cross-section when the hadronization

or/and the underlying event models are switched on. We have used here the SISCone

algorithm with a merging parameter f = 0.5 and two values for the jet-radius R=0.4 (left)

and R=0.7 (right). We apply the signal cuts set to the values which are used in Ref. [33].

We vary, however, the allowed maximum value of pjet
T . Of interest are values of the jet-veto

between 25 and 40 GeV, which are envisaged in the Higgs boson search.

Qualitatively, we anticipate that the hadronization and the underlying event change

the partonic cross-section with opposite signs (we refer the reader to the recent analysis

in Ref. [42] for a detailed study). Hadronization reduces the average pT of (gluonic) jets

by roughly !pT ! (1GeV)/R. The underlying event increases the jet pT by roughly

!pT ! R2 # (5GeV) at the LHC. The slope of the partonic cross-section with the jet-veto

cuto!s (Fig. 9) is large for small values of the jet-veto. The shifts !pT from hadronization

and the underlying event can therefore induce significant changes to the cross-section. A

jet-veto after hadronization corresponds to a looser e!ective jet-veto at the parton level.

We therefore anticipate the cross-section to increase by switching on the hadronization

model. Similarly, we anticipate a decrease of the cross-section due to the underlying event.

The trends can be verified in Fig. 11. A smaller jet-radius increases the impact of

hadronization and decreases the impact of the underlying event. The two e!ects are not

linearly additive. However, we find that a cancelation between the two e!ects, which varies

according to the jet-radius, takes place. For a jet veto pveto
T = 25GeV and a radius R = 0.4,

the hadronization shift is about ! 7% and the underlying event shift is ! 4%. For a larger

radius R = 0.7, the two shifts are 5% and 10% correspondingly.

– 13 –

Anastasiou et al (0801.2682)
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Lesson 3:
Need parton shower 

simulations to understand long 
distance hadronic physics
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Outline

• Recent progress in NLO calculations

• Large logarithmic terms in perturbative expressions

• Merging fixed order calculations with parton showers
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NLO calculations
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General Idea
Need to combine one-loop with the real emission

= +
NLO

Different complications for loop and real emissions diagrams:
•Loop diagrams require integrals over loop momenta

•These integrals are divergent
•Real diagrams require integral over extra phase space

•These integrals are divergent as well

At least part of the integrals have to be performed analytically

This issue has been solved for arbitrary real diagrams
Frixione, Kunzst, Signer, 9512328;  Catani, Seymour, 9605323
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Integrating loop diagrams
Generic loop integrals can get very complicated, so impossible to 

integrate by brute force

Strategy: Reduce to a set of master integrals

A = ∑di + ∑ci + ∑bi + ∑ai + R

All master integrals have been calculated analytically

Need to determine the coefficients di, ci, bi, ai, and R

t’Hooft, Veltman (1979); Oldenborg, Vermaseren (19990); Beenakker, Denner, (1990); 
Bern, Dixon, Kosower (9306240);  Duplancic, Nizic,  (0006249); ...

All results presented in Ellis, Zanderighi (0712.1851)
and available online at  http://qcdloop.fnal.gov

http://qcdloop.fnal.gov
http://qcdloop.fnal.gov
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Obtaining the coefficients
Two different techniques available

Tensor reduction: Generalized unitarity

Decompose numerator into generic 
tensor structures, work out coefficients

Gets complicated for high rank tensors, 
since spurious divergences give 

numerical instabilities 

Use analytical structure on loop 
amplitudes to work out coefficients

Lends itself to automatization, and this 
approach has allowed many of the recent 

new advances

We can parametrize Cµ
1 and Cµ!

2 as:

Cµ
1 (p1, p2) =

!

ddk
(2!)d

kµ

D3(p1, p2)
= C1

1p
µ
1 + C2

1p
µ
2

Cµ!
2 (p1, p2) =

!

ddk
(2!)d

kµk!

D3(p1, p2)
= C00

2 gµ! + C11
2 pµ1p

!
1 + C22

2 pµ2p
!
2 +

C12
2 (pµ1p

!
2 + p!1p

µ
2 )

The tensor integral coe!cients can be obtained using di"erent methods.

In this case the easiest way is by saturating the independent tensor

structures: Passarino-Veltman method (NPB 160 (1979) 151).

Ex: C1
1 and C2

1 are very simple:

C1
1 =

1
2p1 · p2

(B012 !B013 ! 2p1 · p2C0)

C2
1 =

1
2p1 · p2

(B013 !B023)

where B0ij are scalar integrals with two (out of the three) denominators of C0.

Generalized unitarity leads us to calculate:

ImA1 =
!

i

di ImD0i +
!

i

ci ImC0i +
!

i

bi ImB0i +
!

i

ai ImA0i

from which, knowing the analytical expression of the 1-loop integrals, we
can determine the coe!cients di, . . . ai:

• sets of 4 cuts determine completely each box coe!cient di;

• sets of 3 cuts determine completely each vertex coe!cient ci, once the 3 cut

contributions of the box integrals have been subtracted;

• . . .

A1|4!cuti = diD0i|4!cut

A1|3!cuti = ciC0i|3!cut +
!

j

dj D0j |3!cuti

. . .

tHooft, Veltman, (1979); Passarino, Veltman, (1979); 
Dittmaier, Denner, (0509141); ...

Bern, Dixon, Forde, Kosower, et al.; Ellis, Giele, 
Kuzst, Melnikov, Zanderighi; Ossala, Papadopolous, 

Pittau; Britto, Cachazo, Feng

Tools using this method:

tHooft, Veltman, (1979); Passarino, Veltman, (1979); 
Dittmaier, Denner, (0509141); ...

Tools using this method:
GOLEM, ... Blackhat, Rocket, MadLoop, ...
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Recent unitarity result
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FIG. 2: A comparison of the pT distributions of the leading four jets in W! + 4-jet production at the LHC at
!
s = 7 TeV.

In the upper panels the NLO distribution is the solid (black) histogram and the LO predictions are shown as dashed (blue)
lines. The thin vertical line in the center of each bin (where visible) gives its numerical (Monte Carlo) integration error. The
lower panels show the LO distribution and LO and NLO scale-dependence bands normalized to the central NLO prediction.
The bands are shaded (gray) for NLO and cross-hatched (brown) for LO.

no. jets W! LO W! NLO W+/W! LO W+/W! NLO W!n/(n"1) LO W!n/(n"1) NLO

0 1614.0(0.5)+208.5
!235.2 2077(2)+40

!31 1.656(0.001) 1.580(0.004) — —

1 264.4(0.2)+22.6
!21.4 331(1)+15

!12 1.507(0.002) 1.498(0.009) 0.1638(0.0001)+0.044
!0.031 0.159(0.001)

2 73.14(0.09)+20.81
!14.92 78.1(0.5)+1.5

!4.1 1.596(0.003) 1.57(0.02) 0.2766(0.0004)+0.051
!0.037 0.236(0.002)

3 17.22(0.03)+8.07
!4.95 16.9(0.1)+0.2

!1.3 1.694(0.005) 1.66(0.02) 0.2354(0.0005)+0.034
!0.025 0.216(0.002)

4 3.81(0.01)+2.44
!1.34 3.55(0.04)+0.08

!0.30 1.812(0.001) 1.73(0.03) 0.2212(0.0004)+0.026
!0.020 0.210(0.003)

TABLE I: Total cross sections in pb for W + n jet production at the LHC at
!
s = 7 TeV, using the anti-kT jet algorithm

with R = 0.5. The NLO result for W + 4 jets uses the leading-color approximation discussed in the text. The fourth and
fifth columns give the cross-section ratios for W+ production to W! production. The last column gives the ratios of the cross
section for the given process to that with one jet less. The numerical integration uncertainty is in parentheses, and the scale
dependence is quoted in super- and subscripts.

ratio is somewhat larger for R = 0.4, for n > 2; in con-
trast, the ratios of W+ to W! cross sections are un-
changed within errors.

In fig. 2, we show the pT distributions of the leading
four jets in W! + 4-jet production at LO and NLO; the
predictions are normalized to the central NLO prediction
in the lower panels. With our central scale choice, there is
a noticeable shape di!erence between the LO and NLO
distributions for the first three leading jets, while the
fourth-jet distribution is very similar at LO and NLO.
Similarly, in W + 3-jet production, the pT distributions
of the leading two jets exhibit shape changes from LO to
NLO, while the third-jet distribution does not [1].

Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the total transverse
energy HT , given by the scalar sum of the jet and lep-
ton transverse energies, HT =

!

j E
jet
T,j + Ee

T + E!
T . We

show the NLO and LO predictions, along with their scale-
dependence bands. As in the pT distributions, the NLO
band is narrower. The shapes at LO and NLO are similar
above 200 GeV, where the integration errors are small.

The results of this study validate our understanding of
the W + 4-jet process for typical Standard-Model cuts.
It will be interesting, and necessary, to explore the size of
corrections for observables and cuts used in new-physics
searches.

In order to compare our parton-level results to forth-
coming experimental data, the size of non-perturbative
e!ects (such as hadronization and the underlying event)
needs to be estimated, for example using LO parton-
shower Monte Carlo programs. As NLO parton-shower
programs are developed [29], the virtual corrections com-
puted here should be incorporated into them.

W+4 jet, first pp→5 process

Blackhat,(1009.2338)

Nobody would have imagined that this is possible 5 years ago
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Automatization of NLO
Madgraph is tool that creates code calculating arbitrary LO results

Madloop attempts same @ NLO

MadLoop
Hirschi et al. 1103.0621

Automation of NLO  

• cross-checks with 2 → 2, 3

• Feynman diagrams (limited to 
relatively low multiplicities)

• OPP procedure for virtual
• FKS subtraction of divergences
• clever and efficient procedure 

for instabilities
• public code soon ?  

Very valuable even with these 
restrictions. Improvements and 
refinements expected soon. 

G. Zanderighi     Oxford University

16

• Attempts to bring same easy 
of use as Madgraph

• Combined with MadFKS to
deal with IR divergences

• Currently limited to relatively
low number of legs

• No public code available yet

R. Frederix, S. Frixione, M. V. Garzelli, V. Hirschi, 
F. Maltoni, R. Pittau, (1103.0621)

Alwall, Herquet, Maltoni, Mattelaer, Stelzer, ...
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NLO Conclusions

• For any reasonable precision, need at least NLO

• While procedure to calculate well known, we have hit the 
limit on analytical calculability

• Numerical calculations face issues of divergent integrals

• Tremendous progress over last few years for numerical 
techniques

• Has allowed results for previously unimaginable processes

• Much progress on complete automatization of NLO
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Large logarithms
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Searching for the Higgs

17

In addition, we provide in Figure 9 (and listed in Table VIII) the values for the observed 1-CLs+b and its expected
distribution as a function of mH . The value CLs+b is the p-value for the signal-plus-background hypothesis. These
values can be used to obtain alternative upper limits that are more constraining compared to those obtained via the
CLs method. In such a formulation, the power of the search is limited at a level chosen a priori to avoid setting limits
when the background model grossly overpredicts the data or the data exhibit a large background-like fluctuation (e.g.,
limit at the -1! background fluctuation level.). Within Figure 9, 95% C.L. power-constrained limits can be found
at the points for which 1-CLs+b exceeds 95%. The expected range of exclusion is !40% larger using PCL than the
Bayesian and CLs limits quoted here. We continue our convention of quoting Bayesian and CLs limits however.
In summary, we combine CDF and D0 results on SM Higgs boson searches, based on luminosities up to 8.2 fb!1.

Compared to our previous combination, more data have been added to the existing channels, additional channels
have been included, and analyses have been further optimized to gain sensitivity. We use the recommendation of the
PDF4LHC working group for the central value of the parton distribution functions and uncertainties [32]. We use the
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FIG. 7: Observed and expected (median, for the background-only hypothesis) 95% C.L. upper limits on the ratios to the SM
cross section, as functions of the Higgs boson mass for the combined CDF and D0 analyses. The limits are expressed as a
multiple of the SM prediction for test masses (every 5 GeV/c2) for which both experiments have performed dedicated searches
in di!erent channels. The points are joined by straight lines for better readability. The bands indicate the 68% and 95%
probability regions where the limits can fluctuate, in the absence of signal. The limits displayed in this figure are obtained with
the Bayesian calculation.

Tevatron has sensitivity to Higgs, mainly through  gg→H→WW

Clearly, exclusion depends on the uncertainties assumed

Winter conferences
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pp→H→WW→lνlν

Large bkgr is tt production
pp→tt→bbWW→bblνlν

Bottom quarks give rise to 
extra jet activity

Different amounts of jet activity should be treated differently
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Figure 2. Comparison of the Higgs signal and tt̄ background using Pythia. The di!erential spectrum
in Tcm is shown on the left, and in pmax

T , the pT of the hardest jet, on the right. For the jet algorithm
we use the anti-kt algorithm with R = 0.4, only considering jets with |!jet| < 2.5 or |!jet| < 4.8.

To illustrate the relative size of the H ! WW signal compared to the tt̄ ! WWbb̄

background as a function of either Tcm or the pT of the hardest jet, pmax
T , we use Pythia

8 [37] to simulate gg ! H ! WW for mH = 165GeV and tt̄ ! WWbb̄ events. In both

cases we turn o! multiple interactions in Pythia, since the corresponding uncertainty is

hard to estimate without dedicated LHC tunes. Following the selection cuts from ATLAS

in ref. [2] we force one W to decay into an electron and one into a muon. We then require

both leptons to have pT > 15GeV and |!| < 2.5. For the dilepton invariant mass we require

12GeV < m!! < 300GeV, and for the missing transverse momentum, pmiss
T > 30GeV. We

have not attempted to implement any lepton isolation criteria since they should have a similar

e!ect on the Higgs signal and tt̄ background. For the pT jet veto we define jets using the

anti-kt algorithm [65] with R = 0.4 implemented in the FastJet package [66]. The results for

the di!erential cross section in Tcm and pmax
T after the above cuts are shown in figure 2, where

the normalization corresponds to the total cross sections "gg!H = 8pb and "tt̄ = 163pb (see

e.g. ref. [67]). Note that the above selection cuts have no e!ect on the shape of the Higgs

signal and a small 5 " 20% e!ect on the shape of the tt̄ background. In this simulation a

signal to background ratio of one is achieved with cuts Tcm < 31GeV, pmax
T < 32GeV for

|!| < 2.5, and pmax
T < 33GeV for |!| < 4.8. It will be very interesting to see the performance

of Tcm in a full experimental analysis including a b-jet veto from b-tagging which will further

improve the suppression of t ! Wb decays with only small e!ects on the Higgs signal.

We have also tested the correspondence between the Tcm and pcutT variables using partonic

Pythia 8 Higgs samples for the LHC at 7TeV. The cut pT < pcutT is applied for R =

0.4 anti-kT jets with rapidities |!| < !cut. For !cut = 4.8 the variable correspondence is

roughly midway between Tcm = pcutT and the relation in eq. (1.3), whereas for !cut = 2.5 the

correspondence is closer to Tcm = pcutT . For the Tevatron the correspondence is also closer

to Tcm = pcutT with less dependence on !cut. To estimate the impact of our results on the

uncertainties for the pcutT jet veto we will consider the range between eq. (1.3) and Tcm = pcutT .

– 6 –

In Ref. [28], the NNLL calculation [14] with the appropriate matching to the fixed

order NNLO result [11–13] is repeated using the MSTW2008 parton densities [64]. Two-

loop electroweak corrections from [25,26] and exact finite top and bottom mass e!ects [10]

are included. Mixed QCD electroweak e!ects are taken into account by multiplying the

inclusive two-loop electroweak contribution [25, 26] with the QCD K-factor. The central

value of the cross-section is determined at a factorization and renormalization scale µ = mH.

The scale variation error for Higgs mass values 160!170GeV in this resummed calculation

is +9%,!8%. The corresponding parton density error is " ±8%.

The central values of the cross-sections in Refs [27, 28] agree within a percent, and

they have been used in setting the exclusion limits in [5]. CDF assigns a global theoretical

uncertainty on the inclusive cross-section of ±12% [2], adding in quadrature a ±11% scale

variation error and a ±5% parton density error. In our opinion, the combination of the

two errors in quadrature requires further justification. DØ assigns a somewhat smaller

theoretical uncertainty of ±10% to the inclusive Higgs boson cross-sections. Even justifying

a combination in quadrature of the uncertainties from parton densities and scale variations,

the uncertainties on the total rate appear underestimated, compared to those of Refs. [27,

28].

The main goal of the present paper is to assess the theoretical uncertainties on the

shapes of kinematic distributions and the acceptance after selection cuts. We have used

MRST2001 PDFs at LO and MRST2004 PDFs at NLO and NNLO. All the fixed-order

results in this paper have been obtained independently with the FEHiP [35,45,47,55] and

HNNLO [46, 48] programs, by first calculating K-factors in the limit of a very heavy top-

quark and then by multiplying these K-factors with the exact leading order gluon fusion

cross section for Higgs production via a top-quark (ignoring bottom contributions). The

total width is computed using the program HDECAY [30]. O(!) electroweak corrections

for the Higgs partial decay to leptons [29] have also been ignored. This is justified for

studies of shapes and acceptances.

"inc [fb] LO NLO NNLO KNLO KNNLO

µ = mH/2 1.998 ± 0.003 4.288 ± 0.004 5.252 ± 0.016 2.149 ± 0.008 2.629 ± 0.009

µ = mH 1.398 ± 0.001 3.366 ± 0.003 4.630 ± 0.010 2.412 ± 0.002 3.312 ± 0.008

µ = 2mH 1.004 ± 0.001 2.661 ± 0.002 4.012 ± 0.007 2.651 ± 0.008 3.996 ± 0.008

Table 1: Inclusive cross sections for mH = 160 GeV, at various orders in perturbation theory and
for di!erent scale choices. The K-factors are defined in the text; LO=Leading order.

The cross-section for pp̄ # H # WW # #$#$, with no cuts applied and using the

setup described in the last paragraph, is presented in Table 1 for illustration. We have

chosen to study the signal cross-section for a Higgs mass value mH = 160GeV, and we

vary the renormalization (µR) and factorization (µF) scales simultaneously in the interval

µ = µF = µR $ [mH/2, 2mH]. In the same Table, we also present the K-factors for the

– 5 –
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FIG. 2: Fixed-order perturbative uncertainties for gg ! H + 0 jets at NLO and NNLO. The upper row is for the Tevatron
and the lower row for the LHC with Ecm = 7TeV. On the left, the uncertainties are obtained from the naive scale variation in
!0(p

cut
T ) between µ = mH/4 and µ = mH . On the right, the uncertainties are obtained by independently evaluating the scale

uncertainties in !total and !!1(p
cut) and combining them in quadrature. (For the LHC case the dark shaded NNLO bands

correspond to results in the top-left panel of Fig. 1. The naive scale variation band corresponds to the dashed green lines, and
the combined inclusive uncertainty band corresponds to the solid red lines.)

inclusive cross sections with these cuts,

!1 = !!1

!

pjetT1 ! pcutT1

"

" !!2

!

pjetT1 ! pcutT1 , p
jet
T2 ! pcutT

"

.
(19)

For convenience we adopt the notation that pcutT is always
used for the cuto! that determines the upper boundary
of the jet bin under consideration, which gives the analog
of the L dependent terms in Eq. (10).
The inclusive cross section !!1 that includes the 1-

jet bin exhibits large perturbative corrections, much as
!total does for the 0-jet bin. For !!1 the large corrections
are caused in part by the large double logarithmic series
in ln(pjetT1/mH), but remains predominantly independent

of the large double logarithms of L = ln(pjetT2/mH) which
control the series for !!2. With µf = µr = mH/2, mH =
165GeV, and MSTW2008 NNLO PDFs, we find

!!1

!

pjetT1 ! 30GeV)

= (2.00 pb)
#

1 + 5.4"s +O("2
s)
$

,

!!2

!

pjetT1 ! 30GeV, pjetT2 ! 30GeV)

= (2.00 pb)
#

3.6"s +O("2
s)
$

. (20)

For !1 = !!1 " !!2 there is a sizeable cancellation be-
tween these "s terms. If we lower the cut to pjetT2 !
22GeV then the logarithm increases and there is an al-
most exact cancellation with the 5.4"s. In the top right
panel of Fig. 1 we plot !1 as a function of pcutT , and we
again see that this cancellation occurs in a region where
there is a dramatic decrease in the naive scale depen-
dence (green dashed and dotted curves). Using the in-
clusive uncertainties for !!1 and !!2, and adding them
in quadrature, gives the solid red curves, which provide a
more realistic estimate for the perturbative uncertainty.
Using the result from App. A we can examine the

full uncertainties and correlation matrix with 0, 1, and
(! 2)-jet bins in Higgs production. For the cuts in
Eq. (20) varying the scale by factors of two, we have
!total = (8.70 ± 0.75) pb, !!1 = (3.29 ± 0.62) pb, and

! [fb] LO (pdfs, "s) NLO (pdfs, "s) NNLO (pdfs, "s)

0-jets 3.452+7%
!10% 2.883+4%

!9% 2.707+5%
!9%

1-jet 1.752+30%
!26% 1.280+24%

!23% 1.165+24%
!22%

! 2-jets 0.336+91%
!44% 0.221+81%

!42% 0.196+78%
!41%

Table 2: Inclusive cross sections in the di!erent jet bins.

The total cross-section with NNLO pdfs varies around the default scale value µ = mH

by ±14%. From Table 2 we see that about 66.5% of the events contain zero jets, 28.6% one

jet only, and 4.9% contain more than one jets. Notice, however, that the scale variation in

the three jet bins is significantly di!erent and deteriorates with increasing jet multiplicity.

This is a consequence of the fact that in the 1-jet and 2-jet bins the fixed order calculation

is only accurate through NLO and LO, respectively. The resulting scale dependence of the

inclusive cross section is made up as follows:

"Ninc(scale)

Ninc
= 66.5% ·

!

+5%
!9%

"

+ 28.6% ·
!

+24%
!22%

"

+ 4.9% ·
!

+78%
!41%

"

=
!

+14.0%
!14.3%

"

(4.1)

The application of di!erent selection cuts in the three jet bins leads to a theoretical

error estimate of the number of signal events which is di!erent from the theoretical error

of the inclusive NNLO cross-section. Specifically, from Tables 1-3 of Ref. [2] we observe

that, after preselection, 60% of gluon fusion events belong to the 0-jets bin, 29% to the

1-jet bin, and 11% to the 2-jet bin.

We now examine how this modification of the jet multiplicities with the experimental

cuts a!ects the scale variation for the total number of events. With the exception of the

jet-veto, all other cuts used in the CDF preselection [2] do not a!ect the scale variation of

the total cross-section significantly. We can then estimate the scale variation of the total

number of signal events using the scale-variations for each jet-multiplicity in Table 2 and

the expected composition of jet-multiplicities for the signal [2]. Using NNLO pdf’s and

NNLO "s evolution for all jet bins, we find that:

"Nsignal(scale)

Nsignal
= 60% ·

!

+5%
!9%

"

+ 29% ·
!

+24%
!22%

"

+ 11% ·
!

+78%
!41%

"

=
!

+18.5%
!16.3%

"

(4.2)

The resulting scale variation is therefore larger than the corresponding scale variation of

±14% for the inclusive cross-section.

Notice that in Eq. 4.2 we used a scale variation for the one-jet and two-jet bins cor-

responding to NNLO pdfs and "s evolution. A more consistent approach would be to

estimate the number of events in the 1-jet and 2-jet bins using NLO and LO pdfs and "s

evolution correspondingly. In this way we obtain:

"Nsignal(scale)

Nsignal
= 60% ·

!

+5%
!9%

"

+ 29% ·
!

+24%
!23%

"

+ 11% ·
!

+91%
!44%

"

=
!

+20.0%
!16.9%

"

(4.3)

The relative population of the jet bins is very important for the determination of

the theoretical error on the total number of events. The contribution of the di!erent jet
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Bounds on the Higgs mass from the Tevatron and LHC are determined using exclusive jet bins
to maximize sensitivity. Naive scale variation in fixed-order predictions underestimates the pertur-
bative uncertainty for these exclusive cross sections, due to cancellations between the perturbative
corrections leading to large K factors and those that induce logarithmic sensitivity to the jet-bin
boundary. To account for this, we propose that scale variation in the fixed-order calculations should
be used to determine theory uncertainties for inclusive jet cross sections, whose di!erences yield
exclusive jet cross sections. This yields a theory correlation matrix for the jet bins such that the
additional uncertainty from large logarithms due to the jet boundary cancels when neighboring bins
are added. This procedure is tested for H+0, 1 jets, WW +0 jets, and W +0, 1, 2 jets, and found to
be generally applicable. For a case where the higher-order resummation of the jet boundary correc-
tions is known, we show that this procedure yields fixed-order uncertainties which are theoretically
consistent with those obtained in the resummed calculation.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the search for the Higgs boson at the Tevatron and
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the data are divided
into exclusive jet bins. This is done because the back-
ground composition depends on the number of jets in the
final state, and the overall sensitivity can be increased
significantly by optimizing the analysis for Higgs + 0, 1,
and 2 jet signals. The primary example is theH ! WW !

decay channel, which dominates the current Tevatron ex-
clusion limits around mH " 2mW [1, 2], and is one of the
important channels for mH

>
# 130GeV being pursued at

the LHC [3, 4]. Similarly, for H ! !!, which plays an
important role for mH

<
# 130GeV, the search sensitivity

can be improved by optimizing the analysis for di!erent
jet bins [5].
Since the measurements are performed in each jet bin,

the perturbative uncertainties in the theoretical predic-
tions must also be evaluated separately for each jet mul-
tiplicity. Furthermore, to combine the results in the end,
the correlations between the theoretical uncertainties in
the di!erent jet bins as well as in the total cross section
have to be understood and taken into account.
In the winter 2011 Tevatron analyses of gg ! H !

WW ! [2], the perturbative uncertainties in the signal
cross section are evaluated following Ref. [6], which uses
a common scale variation for the exclusive jet bins and
yields

""total

"total
= 66.5%$

!

+5%
"9%

"

+ 28.6%$
!

+24%
"22%

"

+ 4.9%$
!

+78%
"41%

"

=
!

+14%
"14%

"

. (1)

The three terms are the contributions from the 0, 1, and
(% 2)-jet bins with their relative scale uncertainties in
brackets. By using a common scale variation the un-
certainties are e!ectively 100% correlated and are added
linearly in order to reproduce the ±14% scale uncertainty
in the total cross section.

For the 0-jet bin, which is the most sensitive search
channel in H ! WW !, one applies a strong veto on
additional jets. It is often argued that with the jet veto
the perturbative uncertainties improve, yielding scale un-
certainties from fixed-order perturbation theory that are
smaller than those in the total cross section, as seen in
Eq. (1). This apparent improvement arises from can-
cellations between two sources, large corrections to the
total cross section (large K factors) and the large correc-
tions from logarithmic dependence on the jet veto. Since
the improvement arises from a cancellation between two
large and predominantly independent perturbative series,
it must be assessed carefully.
We propose a simple procedure to estimate more real-

istic perturbative uncertainties for exclusive jet bins from
fixed-order perturbation theory. The method is designed
for processes with large K factors or large perturbative
corrections in inclusive cross sections and takes into ac-
count the structure of the various perturbative series. As
we will see, it can also be applied in general. The essential
idea is to first independently determine the uncertainties
in the inclusive N -jet cross sections "#N , and then use
them to compute the uncertainty in the exclusive N -jet
cross section "N from the di!erence

"N = "#N & "#N+1 . (2)

To a first approximation the perturbative series for "#N

should be considered unrelated for di!erent N . For in-
stance, their series start at di!erent orders in #s, and
there is a priori no direct relation between the modifi-
cations to the series caused by the jet cuts that define
these two inclusive samples. Therefore, as we will argue
below, we can work in the limit where the fixed-order
perturbative uncertainties in the "#N ’s can be taken as
uncorrelated, leading to

"2
N = "2

#N +"2
#N+1 . (3)

The uncertainty in the exclusive cross section is larger
than that in the corresponding inclusive one, which ac-

Anastasiou et al (0801.2682)
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The coe!cients of this series can be large, corresponding
to the well-known large K factors. For instance, the cross
section for gg ! H doubles from leading order to next-
to-leading order (NLO) even though !s " 0.1. As usual,
varying the scale in !s (and the PDFs) one obtains an
estimate of the size of the missing higher-order terms in
this series, corresponding to "total.

The inclusive 1-jet cross section has the perturbative
structure

"!1(p
cut) # "B

!

!s(L
2 + L+ 1) (9)

+ !2
s(L

4 + L3 + L2 + L+ 1) +O(!3
sL

6)
"

,

where the logarithms L = ln(pcut/Q) arise from cutting
o# the IR divergences in the real emission diagrams. For
pcut $ Q the logarithms can get large enough to over-
come the !s suppression. In the limit !sL2 # 1, the
fixed-order perturbative expansion breaks down and the
logarithmic terms must be resummed to all orders in !s

to obtain a meaningful result. For typical experimental
values of pcut fixed-order perturbation theory can still be
considered, but the logarithms cause large corrections at
each order and dominate the series. This means varying
the scale in !s in Eq. (9) directly tracks the size of the
large logarithms and therefore allows one to get some es-
timate of the size of missing higher-order terms caused
by pcut, that correspond to "cut. Therefore, we can ap-
proximate "cut = "!1, where "!1 is obtained from the
scale variation for "!1.

The exclusive 0-jet cross section is equal to the di#er-
ence between Eqs. (8) and (9), and so has the schematic
structure

"0(p
cut) # "B

#

!

1 + !s + !2
s +O(!3

s)
"

%
!

!s(L
2+ L+ 1) + !2

s(L
4+ L3+ L2+ L+ 1)

+O(!3
sL

6)
"

$

. (10)

In this di#erence, the large positive corrections in "total

partly cancel against the large negative logarithmic cor-
rections. For example, at O(!s) there is a value of L
for which the !s terms in the schematic Eq. (10) cancel
exactly, indicating that at this pcut the NLO cross sec-
tion has vanishing scale dependence and is equal to the
LO cross section, "0(pcut) = "B . We will see this ef-
fect explicitly in our examples below, using the complete
perturbative expressions. We will find that this occurs
for values of pcut in the experimentally relevant region.
Due to this cancellation, a standard use of scale varia-
tion in Eq. (10) does not actually probe the size of the
logarithms, and thus is not suitable to estimate "cut.

Since "cut and "total are by definition uncorrelated,
by associating "cut = "!1 we are e#ectively treating
the perturbative series for "total and "!1 as independent
with separate (uncorrelated) perturbative uncertainties.
That is, considering {"total,"!1}, the covariance matrix

is diagonal,
%

"2
total 0

0 "2
!1

&

. (11)

This is consistent, since for small pcut the two series have
very di#erent structures. In particular, there is no reason
to believe that the same cancellations in "0 will persist
at every order in perturbation theory at a given pcut.
From Eq. (11) it follows that the perturbative uncer-

tainty in "0(pcut) is given by "2
total +"2

!1, i.e., by sum-
ming the inclusive cross section uncertainties in quadra-
ture. It also follows that the complete covariance matrix
for the three3 quantities {"total,"0,"!1} is

C =

'

(

)

"2
total "2

total 0

"2
total "2

!1 +"2
total %"2

!1

0 %"2
!1 "2

!1

*

+

,
, (12)

where "total and "!1 are considered uncorrelated and
are evaluated by separately varying the scales in the
fixed-order predictions for "total and "!1(pcut), respec-
tively. The "!1 contributions in the lower right 2 & 2
matrix for "0 and "!1 are equivalent to Eq. (6) with
"cut = "!1. Note that in this 2 & 2 space all of "total

occurs in the uncertainty for "0. This is reasonable from
the point of view that "0 starts at the same order in !s as
"total and contains the same leading virtual corrections.
The limit "cut = "!1 which Eq. (12) is based on is

of course not exact but an approximation. However, the
preceding arguments show that it is a more reasonable
starting point than using a common scale variation for
the di#erent jet bins. The latter usually results in the
cross sections being 100% correlated, as in Eq. (1), and
in particular does not account for the additional pcut in-
duced uncertainties. In our numerical examples below,
we will see that our method produces more sensible un-
certainty estimates for fixed-order predictions. In Sec. IV
we will compare the estimates from our method with
those obtained by an explicit resummation in the jet-
veto variable. This provides further evidence that our
method gives consistent uncertainty estimates. Resum-
mation provides a way for improving predictions for the
central value of the cross section, together with better
estimates of "cut and the structure of the theory corre-
lation matrix, as discussed in Sec. IV.
It is straightforward to generalize the above discussion

to jet bins with more jets. For the N -jet bin we replace
"total ! "!N , "0 ! "N , and "!1 ! "!N+1, and take
the appropriate "B . If the perturbative series for "!N ex-
hibits large !s corrections, then the additional large loga-
rithms present in "!N+1 will again lead to cancellations

3 The fact that only two of three are independent is reflected in
the matrix, i.e. any 2 ! 2 submatrix can be used to derive the
full 3! 3 matrix using the relation !total = !0 + !!1.

3

The coe!cients of this series can be large, corresponding
to the well-known large K factors. For instance, the cross
section for gg ! H doubles from leading order to next-
to-leading order (NLO) even though !s " 0.1. As usual,
varying the scale in !s (and the PDFs) one obtains an
estimate of the size of the missing higher-order terms in
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"
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the scale in !s in Eq. (9) directly tracks the size of the
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by pcut, that correspond to "cut. Therefore, we can ap-
proximate "cut = "!1, where "!1 is obtained from the
scale variation for "!1.
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structure
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cut) # "B

#

!

1 + !s + !2
s +O(!3

s)
"

%
!

!s(L
2+ L+ 1) + !2

s(L
4+ L3+ L2+ L+ 1)

+O(!3
sL

6)
"

$
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In this di#erence, the large positive corrections in "total

partly cancel against the large negative logarithmic cor-
rections. For example, at O(!s) there is a value of L
for which the !s terms in the schematic Eq. (10) cancel
exactly, indicating that at this pcut the NLO cross sec-
tion has vanishing scale dependence and is equal to the
LO cross section, "0(pcut) = "B . We will see this ef-
fect explicitly in our examples below, using the complete
perturbative expressions. We will find that this occurs
for values of pcut in the experimentally relevant region.
Due to this cancellation, a standard use of scale varia-
tion in Eq. (10) does not actually probe the size of the
logarithms, and thus is not suitable to estimate "cut.

Since "cut and "total are by definition uncorrelated,
by associating "cut = "!1 we are e#ectively treating
the perturbative series for "total and "!1 as independent
with separate (uncorrelated) perturbative uncertainties.
That is, considering {"total,"!1}, the covariance matrix

is diagonal,
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This is consistent, since for small pcut the two series have
very di#erent structures. In particular, there is no reason
to believe that the same cancellations in "0 will persist
at every order in perturbation theory at a given pcut.
From Eq. (11) it follows that the perturbative uncer-

tainty in "0(pcut) is given by "2
total +"2

!1, i.e., by sum-
ming the inclusive cross section uncertainties in quadra-
ture. It also follows that the complete covariance matrix
for the three3 quantities {"total,"0,"!1} is

C =
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(
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total 0
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!1 +"2
total %"2
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where "total and "!1 are considered uncorrelated and
are evaluated by separately varying the scales in the
fixed-order predictions for "total and "!1(pcut), respec-
tively. The "!1 contributions in the lower right 2 & 2
matrix for "0 and "!1 are equivalent to Eq. (6) with
"cut = "!1. Note that in this 2 & 2 space all of "total

occurs in the uncertainty for "0. This is reasonable from
the point of view that "0 starts at the same order in !s as
"total and contains the same leading virtual corrections.
The limit "cut = "!1 which Eq. (12) is based on is

of course not exact but an approximation. However, the
preceding arguments show that it is a more reasonable
starting point than using a common scale variation for
the di#erent jet bins. The latter usually results in the
cross sections being 100% correlated, as in Eq. (1), and
in particular does not account for the additional pcut in-
duced uncertainties. In our numerical examples below,
we will see that our method produces more sensible un-
certainty estimates for fixed-order predictions. In Sec. IV
we will compare the estimates from our method with
those obtained by an explicit resummation in the jet-
veto variable. This provides further evidence that our
method gives consistent uncertainty estimates. Resum-
mation provides a way for improving predictions for the
central value of the cross section, together with better
estimates of "cut and the structure of the theory corre-
lation matrix, as discussed in Sec. IV.
It is straightforward to generalize the above discussion

to jet bins with more jets. For the N -jet bin we replace
"total ! "!N , "0 ! "N , and "!1 ! "!N+1, and take
the appropriate "B . If the perturbative series for "!N ex-
hibits large !s corrections, then the additional large loga-
rithms present in "!N+1 will again lead to cancellations

3 The fact that only two of three are independent is reflected in
the matrix, i.e. any 2 ! 2 submatrix can be used to derive the
full 3! 3 matrix using the relation !total = !0 + !!1.

2

counts for its more complicated perturbative structure.
Equation (2) also leads to an anti-correlation between the
cross sections in neighboring jet bins. When neighboring
bins are added the sensitivity to the boundary between
them cancels and the uncertainty reduces accordingly.
For example, for the 0-jet bin in H ! WW ! discussed

above, we have !0 = !total " !"1. Here, !"1 contains
double logarithms of the jet pT cut, whereas !total does
not involve any jet definition, so their perturbative series
can be considered largely independent. Therefore, tak-
ing their perturbative uncertainties !total and !"1 as
uncorrelated, the covariance matrix for {!0,!"1} is1

!

!2
total +!2

"1 "!2
"1

"!2
"1 !2

"1

"

. (4)

Using this matrix to compute the uncertainty in !0+!"1

reproduces !total as it should.
We should mention that we are only discussing here the

uncertainties due to unknown higher-order perturbative
corrections, which are commonly estimated using scale
variations. We do not discuss parametric uncertainties,
such as PDF and "s uncertainties, which have been ex-
tensively discussed, recently for example in Refs. [7–14].
In the next section we present the arguments leading to

our proposal for evaluating the perturbative uncertainties
for exclusive jet bins, and discuss the structure of the
perturbative series. In Sec. III, we apply our method to
a variety of processes. We start in Secs. III A and III B
with discussion and numerical results for gg ! H+0 jets
and gg ! H + 1 jets. In Sec. III C, we consider pp !
WW+0 jets, which is an important background for Higgs
production. In Secs. III D, III E, and III F we consider
W + 0, 1, 2 jets, which are important backgrounds for
missing-energy searches. In Sec. IV, we consider again
gg ! H + 0 jets and test our method for the fixed-order
uncertainties against a case where the resummation of
the large logarithms induced by the jet binning is known
to next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic (NNLL) accuracy.
We conclude in Sec. V. In App. A, we give expressions
for the uncertainties and correlations for the case where
one considers 0, 1, and (# 2)-jet bins as in Eq. (1).

II. JET BIN UNCERTAINTIES

To examine in more detail the modification of the per-
turbative series that takes place for exclusive jet bins,
we will consider the example of the 0-jet bin and (# 1)-
jet bin. The total cross section, !total, is divided into a
0-jet exclusive cross section, !0(pcut), and the (# 1)-jet

1 Since these are theory uncertainties, there is no strict reason to
combine them in a particular way. We add them in quadrature
since this is the most convenient for discussing correlations and
error propagation.

inclusive cross section, !"1(pcut),

!total =

# pcut

0

dp
d!

dp
+

#

pcut

dp
d!

dp

$ !0(p
cut) + !"1(p

cut) . (5)

Here, p denotes the kinematic variable which is used to
divide the cross section into jet bins. For most of our
analysis we take p $ pjetT , which for Eq. (5) is the largest
pT of any jet in the event. In this case, !0(pcutT ) only
contains events with jets having pT % pcutT , and !"1(pcutT )
contains events with at least one jet with pT # pcutT .
In Eq. (5) both !0 and !"1 depend on the phase space

cut, pcut, and by construction this dependence cancels
in their sum. This means that the additional perturba-
tive uncertainty induced by this cut, call it !cut, must
be 100% anti-correlated between !0(pcut) and !"1(pcut).
That is, the contribution of!cut to the covariance matrix
for {!0,!"1} must be of the form

Ccut =

!

!2
cut "!2

cut

"!2
cut !2

cut

"

. (6)

The questions then are: (1) How can we estimate !cut,
and (2) how is the overall perturbative uncertainty !total

of !total related to the uncertainty for !0 and !"1.
To answer these questions, we discuss the perturba-

tive structure of the cross sections in more detail. By
restricting the cross section to the 0-jet region, one re-
stricts the collinear initial-state radiation from the collid-
ing hard partons as well as the overall soft radiation in
the event. This restriction on additional emissions leads
to the appearance of Sudakov double logarithms of the
form L2 = ln2(pcut/Q) at each order in a perturbative
expansion in the strong coupling constant "s, where Q is
the hard scale of the process. For Higgs production from
gluon fusion, Q = mH , and the leading double logarithms
appearing at O("s) are

!0(p
cut
T ) = !B

$

1"
3"s

#
2 ln2

pcutT

mH
+ · · ·

%

, (7)

where !B is the Born (tree-level) cross section.
The total cross section just depends on the hard scale

Q, which means by choosing the scale µ & Q, the fixed-
order expansion does not contain large logarithms and
has the structure2

!total & !B

&

1 + "s + "2
s +O("3

s)
'

. (8)

2 These expressions for the perturbative series are schematic. They
do not show the convolution with the parton distribution func-
tions (PDFs) contained in !B , nor do they display µ dependent
logarithms. In particular, the single logarithms related to the
PDF evolution are not displayed, since they are not the loga-
rithms we are most interested in discussing.
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The coe!cients of this series can be large, corresponding
to the well-known large K factors. For instance, the cross
section for gg ! H doubles from leading order to next-
to-leading order (NLO) even though !s " 0.1. As usual,
varying the scale in !s (and the PDFs) one obtains an
estimate of the size of the missing higher-order terms in
this series, corresponding to "total.

The inclusive 1-jet cross section has the perturbative
structure

"!1(p
cut) # "B

!

!s(L
2 + L+ 1) (9)

+ !2
s(L

4 + L3 + L2 + L+ 1) +O(!3
sL

6)
"

,

where the logarithms L = ln(pcut/Q) arise from cutting
o# the IR divergences in the real emission diagrams. For
pcut $ Q the logarithms can get large enough to over-
come the !s suppression. In the limit !sL2 # 1, the
fixed-order perturbative expansion breaks down and the
logarithmic terms must be resummed to all orders in !s

to obtain a meaningful result. For typical experimental
values of pcut fixed-order perturbation theory can still be
considered, but the logarithms cause large corrections at
each order and dominate the series. This means varying
the scale in !s in Eq. (9) directly tracks the size of the
large logarithms and therefore allows one to get some es-
timate of the size of missing higher-order terms caused
by pcut, that correspond to "cut. Therefore, we can ap-
proximate "cut = "!1, where "!1 is obtained from the
scale variation for "!1.

The exclusive 0-jet cross section is equal to the di#er-
ence between Eqs. (8) and (9), and so has the schematic
structure

"0(p
cut) # "B

#

!

1 + !s + !2
s +O(!3

s)
"

%
!

!s(L
2+ L+ 1) + !2

s(L
4+ L3+ L2+ L+ 1)

+O(!3
sL

6)
"

$

. (10)

In this di#erence, the large positive corrections in "total

partly cancel against the large negative logarithmic cor-
rections. For example, at O(!s) there is a value of L
for which the !s terms in the schematic Eq. (10) cancel
exactly, indicating that at this pcut the NLO cross sec-
tion has vanishing scale dependence and is equal to the
LO cross section, "0(pcut) = "B . We will see this ef-
fect explicitly in our examples below, using the complete
perturbative expressions. We will find that this occurs
for values of pcut in the experimentally relevant region.
Due to this cancellation, a standard use of scale varia-
tion in Eq. (10) does not actually probe the size of the
logarithms, and thus is not suitable to estimate "cut.

Since "cut and "total are by definition uncorrelated,
by associating "cut = "!1 we are e#ectively treating
the perturbative series for "total and "!1 as independent
with separate (uncorrelated) perturbative uncertainties.
That is, considering {"total,"!1}, the covariance matrix

is diagonal,
%

"2
total 0

0 "2
!1

&

. (11)

This is consistent, since for small pcut the two series have
very di#erent structures. In particular, there is no reason
to believe that the same cancellations in "0 will persist
at every order in perturbation theory at a given pcut.
From Eq. (11) it follows that the perturbative uncer-

tainty in "0(pcut) is given by "2
total +"2

!1, i.e., by sum-
ming the inclusive cross section uncertainties in quadra-
ture. It also follows that the complete covariance matrix
for the three3 quantities {"total,"0,"!1} is

C =

'

(

)

"2
total "2

total 0

"2
total "2

!1 +"2
total %"2

!1

0 %"2
!1 "2

!1

*

+

,
, (12)

where "total and "!1 are considered uncorrelated and
are evaluated by separately varying the scales in the
fixed-order predictions for "total and "!1(pcut), respec-
tively. The "!1 contributions in the lower right 2 & 2
matrix for "0 and "!1 are equivalent to Eq. (6) with
"cut = "!1. Note that in this 2 & 2 space all of "total

occurs in the uncertainty for "0. This is reasonable from
the point of view that "0 starts at the same order in !s as
"total and contains the same leading virtual corrections.
The limit "cut = "!1 which Eq. (12) is based on is

of course not exact but an approximation. However, the
preceding arguments show that it is a more reasonable
starting point than using a common scale variation for
the di#erent jet bins. The latter usually results in the
cross sections being 100% correlated, as in Eq. (1), and
in particular does not account for the additional pcut in-
duced uncertainties. In our numerical examples below,
we will see that our method produces more sensible un-
certainty estimates for fixed-order predictions. In Sec. IV
we will compare the estimates from our method with
those obtained by an explicit resummation in the jet-
veto variable. This provides further evidence that our
method gives consistent uncertainty estimates. Resum-
mation provides a way for improving predictions for the
central value of the cross section, together with better
estimates of "cut and the structure of the theory corre-
lation matrix, as discussed in Sec. IV.
It is straightforward to generalize the above discussion

to jet bins with more jets. For the N -jet bin we replace
"total ! "!N , "0 ! "N , and "!1 ! "!N+1, and take
the appropriate "B . If the perturbative series for "!N ex-
hibits large !s corrections, then the additional large loga-
rithms present in "!N+1 will again lead to cancellations

3 The fact that only two of three are independent is reflected in
the matrix, i.e. any 2 ! 2 submatrix can be used to derive the
full 3! 3 matrix using the relation !total = !0 + !!1.

!PP!X = !p1p2!X ! fp1/P fp2/P

! = F0(mH)

+"s
!

F1,2(mH) log2 r + F1,1(mH) log r + F1,0(mH)
"

+"2
s

!

F2,4(mH) log4 r + . . .+ F2,0(mH)
"

+ . . .

!0
#

pcut
$

= !total " !"1

#

pcut
$

1

Should remember a simple relation

2

counts for its more complicated perturbative structure.
Equation (2) also leads to an anti-correlation between the
cross sections in neighboring jet bins. When neighboring
bins are added the sensitivity to the boundary between
them cancels and the uncertainty reduces accordingly.
For example, for the 0-jet bin in H ! WW ! discussed

above, we have !0 = !total " !"1. Here, !"1 contains
double logarithms of the jet pT cut, whereas !total does
not involve any jet definition, so their perturbative series
can be considered largely independent. Therefore, tak-
ing their perturbative uncertainties !total and !"1 as
uncorrelated, the covariance matrix for {!0,!"1} is1

!

!2
total +!2

"1 "!2
"1

"!2
"1 !2

"1

"

. (4)

Using this matrix to compute the uncertainty in !0+!"1

reproduces !total as it should.
We should mention that we are only discussing here the

uncertainties due to unknown higher-order perturbative
corrections, which are commonly estimated using scale
variations. We do not discuss parametric uncertainties,
such as PDF and "s uncertainties, which have been ex-
tensively discussed, recently for example in Refs. [7–14].
In the next section we present the arguments leading to

our proposal for evaluating the perturbative uncertainties
for exclusive jet bins, and discuss the structure of the
perturbative series. In Sec. III, we apply our method to
a variety of processes. We start in Secs. III A and III B
with discussion and numerical results for gg ! H+0 jets
and gg ! H + 1 jets. In Sec. III C, we consider pp !
WW+0 jets, which is an important background for Higgs
production. In Secs. III D, III E, and III F we consider
W + 0, 1, 2 jets, which are important backgrounds for
missing-energy searches. In Sec. IV, we consider again
gg ! H + 0 jets and test our method for the fixed-order
uncertainties against a case where the resummation of
the large logarithms induced by the jet binning is known
to next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic (NNLL) accuracy.
We conclude in Sec. V. In App. A, we give expressions
for the uncertainties and correlations for the case where
one considers 0, 1, and (# 2)-jet bins as in Eq. (1).

II. JET BIN UNCERTAINTIES

To examine in more detail the modification of the per-
turbative series that takes place for exclusive jet bins,
we will consider the example of the 0-jet bin and (# 1)-
jet bin. The total cross section, !total, is divided into a
0-jet exclusive cross section, !0(pcut), and the (# 1)-jet

1 Since these are theory uncertainties, there is no strict reason to
combine them in a particular way. We add them in quadrature
since this is the most convenient for discussing correlations and
error propagation.

inclusive cross section, !"1(pcut),

!total =

# pcut

0

dp
d!

dp
+

#

pcut

dp
d!

dp

$ !0(p
cut) + !"1(p

cut) . (5)

Here, p denotes the kinematic variable which is used to
divide the cross section into jet bins. For most of our
analysis we take p $ pjetT , which for Eq. (5) is the largest
pT of any jet in the event. In this case, !0(pcutT ) only
contains events with jets having pT % pcutT , and !"1(pcutT )
contains events with at least one jet with pT # pcutT .
In Eq. (5) both !0 and !"1 depend on the phase space

cut, pcut, and by construction this dependence cancels
in their sum. This means that the additional perturba-
tive uncertainty induced by this cut, call it !cut, must
be 100% anti-correlated between !0(pcut) and !"1(pcut).
That is, the contribution of!cut to the covariance matrix
for {!0,!"1} must be of the form

Ccut =

!

!2
cut "!2

cut

"!2
cut !2

cut

"

. (6)

The questions then are: (1) How can we estimate !cut,
and (2) how is the overall perturbative uncertainty !total

of !total related to the uncertainty for !0 and !"1.
To answer these questions, we discuss the perturba-

tive structure of the cross sections in more detail. By
restricting the cross section to the 0-jet region, one re-
stricts the collinear initial-state radiation from the collid-
ing hard partons as well as the overall soft radiation in
the event. This restriction on additional emissions leads
to the appearance of Sudakov double logarithms of the
form L2 = ln2(pcut/Q) at each order in a perturbative
expansion in the strong coupling constant "s, where Q is
the hard scale of the process. For Higgs production from
gluon fusion, Q = mH , and the leading double logarithms
appearing at O("s) are

!0(p
cut
T ) = !B

$

1"
3"s

#
2 ln2

pcutT

mH
+ · · ·

%

, (7)

where !B is the Born (tree-level) cross section.
The total cross section just depends on the hard scale

Q, which means by choosing the scale µ & Q, the fixed-
order expansion does not contain large logarithms and
has the structure2

!total & !B

&

1 + "s + "2
s +O("3

s)
'

. (8)

2 These expressions for the perturbative series are schematic. They
do not show the convolution with the parton distribution func-
tions (PDFs) contained in !B , nor do they display µ dependent
logarithms. In particular, the single logarithms related to the
PDF evolution are not displayed, since they are not the loga-
rithms we are most interested in discussing.
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when we consider the di!erence !N = !!N ! !!N+1.
Hence, "!N+1 will again give a better estimate for the
"cut that arises from separating !!N into jet bins !N and
!!N+1. Another advantage of our procedure is that it is
easily generalized to more than two jet bins by iteration.
The case of three jet bins is given in App. A.

III. EXAMPLE PROCESSES

To elucidate the e!ect of pjetT vetoes on the fixed-order
cross sections and demonstrate our method, we will now
go through several explicit examples, considering in turn
H + 0 jets, H + 1 jet, WW + 0 jets, and W + 0, 1, and
2 jets. All of our NLO pT spectra are obtained using
the MCFM code [15–18]. As our jet algorithm we use
anti-kT for the LHC results and a cone algorithm for the
Tevatron results with R = 0.5 for both.

A. Higgs + 0 Jets

In Higgs production via gluon fusion the cross section is
known to next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) [19–26],
and exhibits large perturbative corrections. Consider the
numerical results for the Higgs production cross section
for mH = 165GeV, µf = µr = mH/2, and MSTW2008
NNLO PDFs [27], for which "s " "s(mH/2) = 0.1189.
Here one finds [28–31]

!total = (3.32 pb)
!

1 + 9.5"s + 35"2
s +O("3

s)
"

, (13)

for the LHC at Ecm = 7TeV. Note that there is an
"2
s in the Born cross section, !B = 3.32 pb, but only

the relative size of the corrections is important for our
discussion. For the Tevatron the series is

!total = (0.15 pb)
!

1 + 9.0"s + 34"2
s +O("3

s)
"

. (14)

In both cases the large K factors are clearly visible.4 For
the inclusive 1-jet cross section at the LHC one finds

!!1

#

pjetT # 30GeV, |#jet| $ 3.0
$

= (3.32 pb)
!

4.7"s + 26"2
s +O("3

s)
"

,

!!1

#

pjetT # 25GeV)

= (3.32 pb)
!

6.0"s + 32"2
s +O("3

s)
"

. (15)

4 Using instead µf = µr = mH the coe!cients of the !s and !2
s

terms increase to 11 and 65 for the LHC and 12 and 74 for the
Tevatron, respectively. The !s coe!cients for the Tevatron for
example arise as 9.0 = 4.9 + 2.0 + 2.1 (µ = mH/2) and 12.0 =
4.9+5.7+1.4 where the three contributions are respectively from
the terms in the partonic cross section proportional to "(1 ! z),
terms involving the plus functions [1/(1!z)]+ and [ln(1!z)/(1!
z)]+, and the remaining terms that are nonsingular for z " 1.
When separating these di"erent terms we keep the overall 1/z
factor in the convolution integral with measure dz/z.

The first values correspond to the ATLAS and CMS ref-
erence cuts, and the second to current ATLAS and CMS
H % WW " analyses [3, 4]. Similarly, for the typical cuts
used in H % WW " at the Tevatron [2], one finds

!!1

#

pjetT # 20GeV, |#jet| $ 2.5
$

= (0.15 pb)
!

4.1"s + 27"2
s +O("3

s)
"

. (16)

In both Eqs. (15) and (16) one clearly sees the impact of
the large logarithms on the perturbative series. Compar-
ing to Eqs. (13) and (14) one also sees the sizeable nu-
merical cancellation between the two series at each order
in "s. The extent of this cancellation depends sensitively
on the value of pcut.
The perturbative uncertainties on these inclusive cross

sections can now be used to determine the exclusive cross
section uncertainties. Varying the scale up and down
by a factor of two around mH/2 gives for the Tevatron
!total = (0.386± 0.040) pb and !!1 = (0.132± 0.034) pb
with the pjetT and #jet cuts as in Eq. (16). Adding these in
quadrature according to the upper-left entry in Eq. (4)
gives

!0 = (0.254± 0.052) pb , (17)

i.e., a 20% uncertainty. In contrast, when doing a naive
scale variation directly in the fixed-order expansion for
!0(pcut), as in Eq. (1), one implicitly assumes that the
perturbative uncertainties between the series for !total

and !!1 are 100% correlated, giving !0 = (0.254±0.006).
Here this leads to an underestimate for the remaining
uncertainty. For the LHC, using the reference cuts, we
get !total = (8.70± 0.75) pb and !!1 = (3.08± 0.59) pb,
leading to

!0 = (5.63± 0.96) pb , (18)

i.e., a 17% uncertainty. In contrast, the naive scale vari-
ation for !0 yields !0 = (5.63 ± 0.15), which is again an
underestimate.
The two procedures of evaluating uncertainties can be

compared as a function of pcutT , and in the upper left
panel of Fig. 1 we do so for !0(pcutT ) for Higgs produc-
tion. Results for !0 are obtained at NNLO for the LHC at
Ecm = 7TeV, using MCFM to calculate the pcutT depen-
dence, FEHiP [28, 29] for the total NNLO cross section,
and µ = mH/2 for central values. The central value is the
solid blue curve, and the green dashed and dotted lines
show the results of naive scale variation by a factor of two.
For small values of pcutT the cancellations that take place
for !0(pcut) cause the error bands to shrink. In particular,
the naive scale uncertainty vanishes at pcutT & 25GeV,
where there is an almost exact cancellation between the
two series in Eq. (10), and the uncertainty curves pinch
together. In contrast, the outer red solid lines show the
result of our method, which combines the independent in-
clusive uncertainties to obtain the exclusive uncertainty,
"2

0 = "2
total +"2

!1. One can see that for large values of

Stewart, Tackmann,(1107.2117)

!PP!X = !p1p2!X ! fp1/P fp2/P

! = F0(mH)

+"s
!

F1,2(mH) log2 r + F1,1(mH) log r + F1,0(mH)
"

+"2
s

!

F2,4(mH) log4 r + . . .+ F2,0(mH)
"

+ . . .

!0
#

pcut
$

= !total " !"1

#

pcut
$

!total = !0
#

pcut
$

+ !"1

#

pcut
$

!0 (15GeV) = (0.15 pb)
!

1 + 3.7"s " 2"2
s

"

1
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FIG. 2: Fixed-order perturbative uncertainties for gg ! H + 0 jets at NLO and NNLO. The upper row is for the Tevatron
and the lower row for the LHC with Ecm = 7TeV. On the left, the uncertainties are obtained from the naive scale variation in
!0(p

cut
T ) between µ = mH/4 and µ = mH . On the right, the uncertainties are obtained by independently evaluating the scale

uncertainties in !total and !!1(p
cut) and combining them in quadrature. (For the LHC case the dark shaded NNLO bands

correspond to results in the top-left panel of Fig. 1. The naive scale variation band corresponds to the dashed green lines, and
the combined inclusive uncertainty band corresponds to the solid red lines.)

inclusive cross sections with these cuts,

!1 = !!1

!

pjetT1 ! pcutT1

"

" !!2

!

pjetT1 ! pcutT1 , p
jet
T2 ! pcutT

"

.
(19)

For convenience we adopt the notation that pcutT is always
used for the cuto! that determines the upper boundary
of the jet bin under consideration, which gives the analog
of the L dependent terms in Eq. (10).
The inclusive cross section !!1 that includes the 1-

jet bin exhibits large perturbative corrections, much as
!total does for the 0-jet bin. For !!1 the large corrections
are caused in part by the large double logarithmic series
in ln(pjetT1/mH), but remains predominantly independent

of the large double logarithms of L = ln(pjetT2/mH) which
control the series for !!2. With µf = µr = mH/2, mH =
165GeV, and MSTW2008 NNLO PDFs, we find

!!1

!

pjetT1 ! 30GeV)

= (2.00 pb)
#

1 + 5.4"s +O("2
s)
$

,

!!2

!

pjetT1 ! 30GeV, pjetT2 ! 30GeV)

= (2.00 pb)
#

3.6"s +O("2
s)
$

. (20)

For !1 = !!1 " !!2 there is a sizeable cancellation be-
tween these "s terms. If we lower the cut to pjetT2 !
22GeV then the logarithm increases and there is an al-
most exact cancellation with the 5.4"s. In the top right
panel of Fig. 1 we plot !1 as a function of pcutT , and we
again see that this cancellation occurs in a region where
there is a dramatic decrease in the naive scale depen-
dence (green dashed and dotted curves). Using the in-
clusive uncertainties for !!1 and !!2, and adding them
in quadrature, gives the solid red curves, which provide a
more realistic estimate for the perturbative uncertainty.
Using the result from App. A we can examine the

full uncertainties and correlation matrix with 0, 1, and
(! 2)-jet bins in Higgs production. For the cuts in
Eq. (20) varying the scale by factors of two, we have
!total = (8.70 ± 0.75) pb, !!1 = (3.29 ± 0.62) pb, and

Gives covariance matrix

3

The coe!cients of this series can be large, corresponding
to the well-known large K factors. For instance, the cross
section for gg ! H doubles from leading order to next-
to-leading order (NLO) even though !s " 0.1. As usual,
varying the scale in !s (and the PDFs) one obtains an
estimate of the size of the missing higher-order terms in
this series, corresponding to "total.

The inclusive 1-jet cross section has the perturbative
structure

"!1(p
cut) # "B

!

!s(L
2 + L+ 1) (9)

+ !2
s(L

4 + L3 + L2 + L+ 1) +O(!3
sL

6)
"

,

where the logarithms L = ln(pcut/Q) arise from cutting
o# the IR divergences in the real emission diagrams. For
pcut $ Q the logarithms can get large enough to over-
come the !s suppression. In the limit !sL2 # 1, the
fixed-order perturbative expansion breaks down and the
logarithmic terms must be resummed to all orders in !s

to obtain a meaningful result. For typical experimental
values of pcut fixed-order perturbation theory can still be
considered, but the logarithms cause large corrections at
each order and dominate the series. This means varying
the scale in !s in Eq. (9) directly tracks the size of the
large logarithms and therefore allows one to get some es-
timate of the size of missing higher-order terms caused
by pcut, that correspond to "cut. Therefore, we can ap-
proximate "cut = "!1, where "!1 is obtained from the
scale variation for "!1.

The exclusive 0-jet cross section is equal to the di#er-
ence between Eqs. (8) and (9), and so has the schematic
structure
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In this di#erence, the large positive corrections in "total

partly cancel against the large negative logarithmic cor-
rections. For example, at O(!s) there is a value of L
for which the !s terms in the schematic Eq. (10) cancel
exactly, indicating that at this pcut the NLO cross sec-
tion has vanishing scale dependence and is equal to the
LO cross section, "0(pcut) = "B . We will see this ef-
fect explicitly in our examples below, using the complete
perturbative expressions. We will find that this occurs
for values of pcut in the experimentally relevant region.
Due to this cancellation, a standard use of scale varia-
tion in Eq. (10) does not actually probe the size of the
logarithms, and thus is not suitable to estimate "cut.

Since "cut and "total are by definition uncorrelated,
by associating "cut = "!1 we are e#ectively treating
the perturbative series for "total and "!1 as independent
with separate (uncorrelated) perturbative uncertainties.
That is, considering {"total,"!1}, the covariance matrix

is diagonal,
%

"2
total 0

0 "2
!1

&

. (11)

This is consistent, since for small pcut the two series have
very di#erent structures. In particular, there is no reason
to believe that the same cancellations in "0 will persist
at every order in perturbation theory at a given pcut.
From Eq. (11) it follows that the perturbative uncer-

tainty in "0(pcut) is given by "2
total +"2

!1, i.e., by sum-
ming the inclusive cross section uncertainties in quadra-
ture. It also follows that the complete covariance matrix
for the three3 quantities {"total,"0,"!1} is

C =

'

(
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"2
total "2

total 0

"2
total "2

!1 +"2
total %"2

!1

0 %"2
!1 "2
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,
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where "total and "!1 are considered uncorrelated and
are evaluated by separately varying the scales in the
fixed-order predictions for "total and "!1(pcut), respec-
tively. The "!1 contributions in the lower right 2 & 2
matrix for "0 and "!1 are equivalent to Eq. (6) with
"cut = "!1. Note that in this 2 & 2 space all of "total

occurs in the uncertainty for "0. This is reasonable from
the point of view that "0 starts at the same order in !s as
"total and contains the same leading virtual corrections.
The limit "cut = "!1 which Eq. (12) is based on is

of course not exact but an approximation. However, the
preceding arguments show that it is a more reasonable
starting point than using a common scale variation for
the di#erent jet bins. The latter usually results in the
cross sections being 100% correlated, as in Eq. (1), and
in particular does not account for the additional pcut in-
duced uncertainties. In our numerical examples below,
we will see that our method produces more sensible un-
certainty estimates for fixed-order predictions. In Sec. IV
we will compare the estimates from our method with
those obtained by an explicit resummation in the jet-
veto variable. This provides further evidence that our
method gives consistent uncertainty estimates. Resum-
mation provides a way for improving predictions for the
central value of the cross section, together with better
estimates of "cut and the structure of the theory corre-
lation matrix, as discussed in Sec. IV.
It is straightforward to generalize the above discussion

to jet bins with more jets. For the N -jet bin we replace
"total ! "!N , "0 ! "N , and "!1 ! "!N+1, and take
the appropriate "B . If the perturbative series for "!N ex-
hibits large !s corrections, then the additional large loga-
rithms present in "!N+1 will again lead to cancellations

3 The fact that only two of three are independent is reflected in
the matrix, i.e. any 2 ! 2 submatrix can be used to derive the
full 3! 3 matrix using the relation !total = !0 + !!1.

3

The coe!cients of this series can be large, corresponding
to the well-known large K factors. For instance, the cross
section for gg ! H doubles from leading order to next-
to-leading order (NLO) even though !s " 0.1. As usual,
varying the scale in !s (and the PDFs) one obtains an
estimate of the size of the missing higher-order terms in
this series, corresponding to "total.
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o# the IR divergences in the real emission diagrams. For
pcut $ Q the logarithms can get large enough to over-
come the !s suppression. In the limit !sL2 # 1, the
fixed-order perturbative expansion breaks down and the
logarithmic terms must be resummed to all orders in !s

to obtain a meaningful result. For typical experimental
values of pcut fixed-order perturbation theory can still be
considered, but the logarithms cause large corrections at
each order and dominate the series. This means varying
the scale in !s in Eq. (9) directly tracks the size of the
large logarithms and therefore allows one to get some es-
timate of the size of missing higher-order terms caused
by pcut, that correspond to "cut. Therefore, we can ap-
proximate "cut = "!1, where "!1 is obtained from the
scale variation for "!1.
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In this di#erence, the large positive corrections in "total

partly cancel against the large negative logarithmic cor-
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for which the !s terms in the schematic Eq. (10) cancel
exactly, indicating that at this pcut the NLO cross sec-
tion has vanishing scale dependence and is equal to the
LO cross section, "0(pcut) = "B . We will see this ef-
fect explicitly in our examples below, using the complete
perturbative expressions. We will find that this occurs
for values of pcut in the experimentally relevant region.
Due to this cancellation, a standard use of scale varia-
tion in Eq. (10) does not actually probe the size of the
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This is consistent, since for small pcut the two series have
very di#erent structures. In particular, there is no reason
to believe that the same cancellations in "0 will persist
at every order in perturbation theory at a given pcut.
From Eq. (11) it follows that the perturbative uncer-
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!1, i.e., by sum-
ming the inclusive cross section uncertainties in quadra-
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where "total and "!1 are considered uncorrelated and
are evaluated by separately varying the scales in the
fixed-order predictions for "total and "!1(pcut), respec-
tively. The "!1 contributions in the lower right 2 & 2
matrix for "0 and "!1 are equivalent to Eq. (6) with
"cut = "!1. Note that in this 2 & 2 space all of "total

occurs in the uncertainty for "0. This is reasonable from
the point of view that "0 starts at the same order in !s as
"total and contains the same leading virtual corrections.
The limit "cut = "!1 which Eq. (12) is based on is

of course not exact but an approximation. However, the
preceding arguments show that it is a more reasonable
starting point than using a common scale variation for
the di#erent jet bins. The latter usually results in the
cross sections being 100% correlated, as in Eq. (1), and
in particular does not account for the additional pcut in-
duced uncertainties. In our numerical examples below,
we will see that our method produces more sensible un-
certainty estimates for fixed-order predictions. In Sec. IV
we will compare the estimates from our method with
those obtained by an explicit resummation in the jet-
veto variable. This provides further evidence that our
method gives consistent uncertainty estimates. Resum-
mation provides a way for improving predictions for the
central value of the cross section, together with better
estimates of "cut and the structure of the theory corre-
lation matrix, as discussed in Sec. IV.
It is straightforward to generalize the above discussion

to jet bins with more jets. For the N -jet bin we replace
"total ! "!N , "0 ! "N , and "!1 ! "!N+1, and take
the appropriate "B . If the perturbative series for "!N ex-
hibits large !s corrections, then the additional large loga-
rithms present in "!N+1 will again lead to cancellations

3 The fact that only two of three are independent is reflected in
the matrix, i.e. any 2 ! 2 submatrix can be used to derive the
full 3! 3 matrix using the relation !total = !0 + !!1.
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More conservative: Treat σtotal and σ≥1 as uncorrelated, with 
separate uncertainties Δtotal and Δ≥1 
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which implies that
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FIG. 2: Fixed-order perturbative uncertainties for gg ! H + 0 jets at NLO and NNLO. The upper row is for the Tevatron
and the lower row for the LHC with Ecm = 7TeV. On the left, the uncertainties are obtained from the naive scale variation in
!0(p

cut
T ) between µ = mH/4 and µ = mH . On the right, the uncertainties are obtained by independently evaluating the scale

uncertainties in !total and !!1(p
cut) and combining them in quadrature. (For the LHC case the dark shaded NNLO bands

correspond to results in the top-left panel of Fig. 1. The naive scale variation band corresponds to the dashed green lines, and
the combined inclusive uncertainty band corresponds to the solid red lines.)

inclusive cross sections with these cuts,

!1 = !!1

!

pjetT1 ! pcutT1

"

" !!2

!

pjetT1 ! pcutT1 , p
jet
T2 ! pcutT

"

.
(19)

For convenience we adopt the notation that pcutT is always
used for the cuto! that determines the upper boundary
of the jet bin under consideration, which gives the analog
of the L dependent terms in Eq. (10).
The inclusive cross section !!1 that includes the 1-

jet bin exhibits large perturbative corrections, much as
!total does for the 0-jet bin. For !!1 the large corrections
are caused in part by the large double logarithmic series
in ln(pjetT1/mH), but remains predominantly independent

of the large double logarithms of L = ln(pjetT2/mH) which
control the series for !!2. With µf = µr = mH/2, mH =
165GeV, and MSTW2008 NNLO PDFs, we find

!!1

!

pjetT1 ! 30GeV)

= (2.00 pb)
#

1 + 5.4"s +O("2
s)
$

,

!!2

!

pjetT1 ! 30GeV, pjetT2 ! 30GeV)

= (2.00 pb)
#

3.6"s +O("2
s)
$

. (20)

For !1 = !!1 " !!2 there is a sizeable cancellation be-
tween these "s terms. If we lower the cut to pjetT2 !
22GeV then the logarithm increases and there is an al-
most exact cancellation with the 5.4"s. In the top right
panel of Fig. 1 we plot !1 as a function of pcutT , and we
again see that this cancellation occurs in a region where
there is a dramatic decrease in the naive scale depen-
dence (green dashed and dotted curves). Using the in-
clusive uncertainties for !!1 and !!2, and adding them
in quadrature, gives the solid red curves, which provide a
more realistic estimate for the perturbative uncertainty.
Using the result from App. A we can examine the

full uncertainties and correlation matrix with 0, 1, and
(! 2)-jet bins in Higgs production. For the cuts in
Eq. (20) varying the scale by factors of two, we have
!total = (8.70 ± 0.75) pb, !!1 = (3.29 ± 0.62) pb, and

Estimating uncertainties
Stewart, Tackmann,(1107.2117)

Gives covariance matrix

3

The coe!cients of this series can be large, corresponding
to the well-known large K factors. For instance, the cross
section for gg ! H doubles from leading order to next-
to-leading order (NLO) even though !s " 0.1. As usual,
varying the scale in !s (and the PDFs) one obtains an
estimate of the size of the missing higher-order terms in
this series, corresponding to "total.

The inclusive 1-jet cross section has the perturbative
structure

"!1(p
cut) # "B

!

!s(L
2 + L+ 1) (9)

+ !2
s(L

4 + L3 + L2 + L+ 1) +O(!3
sL

6)
"

,

where the logarithms L = ln(pcut/Q) arise from cutting
o# the IR divergences in the real emission diagrams. For
pcut $ Q the logarithms can get large enough to over-
come the !s suppression. In the limit !sL2 # 1, the
fixed-order perturbative expansion breaks down and the
logarithmic terms must be resummed to all orders in !s

to obtain a meaningful result. For typical experimental
values of pcut fixed-order perturbation theory can still be
considered, but the logarithms cause large corrections at
each order and dominate the series. This means varying
the scale in !s in Eq. (9) directly tracks the size of the
large logarithms and therefore allows one to get some es-
timate of the size of missing higher-order terms caused
by pcut, that correspond to "cut. Therefore, we can ap-
proximate "cut = "!1, where "!1 is obtained from the
scale variation for "!1.

The exclusive 0-jet cross section is equal to the di#er-
ence between Eqs. (8) and (9), and so has the schematic
structure
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In this di#erence, the large positive corrections in "total

partly cancel against the large negative logarithmic cor-
rections. For example, at O(!s) there is a value of L
for which the !s terms in the schematic Eq. (10) cancel
exactly, indicating that at this pcut the NLO cross sec-
tion has vanishing scale dependence and is equal to the
LO cross section, "0(pcut) = "B . We will see this ef-
fect explicitly in our examples below, using the complete
perturbative expressions. We will find that this occurs
for values of pcut in the experimentally relevant region.
Due to this cancellation, a standard use of scale varia-
tion in Eq. (10) does not actually probe the size of the
logarithms, and thus is not suitable to estimate "cut.

Since "cut and "total are by definition uncorrelated,
by associating "cut = "!1 we are e#ectively treating
the perturbative series for "total and "!1 as independent
with separate (uncorrelated) perturbative uncertainties.
That is, considering {"total,"!1}, the covariance matrix

is diagonal,
%

"2
total 0

0 "2
!1

&

. (11)

This is consistent, since for small pcut the two series have
very di#erent structures. In particular, there is no reason
to believe that the same cancellations in "0 will persist
at every order in perturbation theory at a given pcut.
From Eq. (11) it follows that the perturbative uncer-

tainty in "0(pcut) is given by "2
total +"2

!1, i.e., by sum-
ming the inclusive cross section uncertainties in quadra-
ture. It also follows that the complete covariance matrix
for the three3 quantities {"total,"0,"!1} is

C =

'

(
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"2
total "2

total 0

"2
total "2

!1 +"2
total %"2

!1

0 %"2
!1 "2
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*
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,
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where "total and "!1 are considered uncorrelated and
are evaluated by separately varying the scales in the
fixed-order predictions for "total and "!1(pcut), respec-
tively. The "!1 contributions in the lower right 2 & 2
matrix for "0 and "!1 are equivalent to Eq. (6) with
"cut = "!1. Note that in this 2 & 2 space all of "total

occurs in the uncertainty for "0. This is reasonable from
the point of view that "0 starts at the same order in !s as
"total and contains the same leading virtual corrections.
The limit "cut = "!1 which Eq. (12) is based on is

of course not exact but an approximation. However, the
preceding arguments show that it is a more reasonable
starting point than using a common scale variation for
the di#erent jet bins. The latter usually results in the
cross sections being 100% correlated, as in Eq. (1), and
in particular does not account for the additional pcut in-
duced uncertainties. In our numerical examples below,
we will see that our method produces more sensible un-
certainty estimates for fixed-order predictions. In Sec. IV
we will compare the estimates from our method with
those obtained by an explicit resummation in the jet-
veto variable. This provides further evidence that our
method gives consistent uncertainty estimates. Resum-
mation provides a way for improving predictions for the
central value of the cross section, together with better
estimates of "cut and the structure of the theory corre-
lation matrix, as discussed in Sec. IV.
It is straightforward to generalize the above discussion

to jet bins with more jets. For the N -jet bin we replace
"total ! "!N , "0 ! "N , and "!1 ! "!N+1, and take
the appropriate "B . If the perturbative series for "!N ex-
hibits large !s corrections, then the additional large loga-
rithms present in "!N+1 will again lead to cancellations

3 The fact that only two of three are independent is reflected in
the matrix, i.e. any 2 ! 2 submatrix can be used to derive the
full 3! 3 matrix using the relation !total = !0 + !!1.
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The coe!cients of this series can be large, corresponding
to the well-known large K factors. For instance, the cross
section for gg ! H doubles from leading order to next-
to-leading order (NLO) even though !s " 0.1. As usual,
varying the scale in !s (and the PDFs) one obtains an
estimate of the size of the missing higher-order terms in
this series, corresponding to "total.
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where the logarithms L = ln(pcut/Q) arise from cutting
o# the IR divergences in the real emission diagrams. For
pcut $ Q the logarithms can get large enough to over-
come the !s suppression. In the limit !sL2 # 1, the
fixed-order perturbative expansion breaks down and the
logarithmic terms must be resummed to all orders in !s

to obtain a meaningful result. For typical experimental
values of pcut fixed-order perturbation theory can still be
considered, but the logarithms cause large corrections at
each order and dominate the series. This means varying
the scale in !s in Eq. (9) directly tracks the size of the
large logarithms and therefore allows one to get some es-
timate of the size of missing higher-order terms caused
by pcut, that correspond to "cut. Therefore, we can ap-
proximate "cut = "!1, where "!1 is obtained from the
scale variation for "!1.

The exclusive 0-jet cross section is equal to the di#er-
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In this di#erence, the large positive corrections in "total

partly cancel against the large negative logarithmic cor-
rections. For example, at O(!s) there is a value of L
for which the !s terms in the schematic Eq. (10) cancel
exactly, indicating that at this pcut the NLO cross sec-
tion has vanishing scale dependence and is equal to the
LO cross section, "0(pcut) = "B . We will see this ef-
fect explicitly in our examples below, using the complete
perturbative expressions. We will find that this occurs
for values of pcut in the experimentally relevant region.
Due to this cancellation, a standard use of scale varia-
tion in Eq. (10) does not actually probe the size of the
logarithms, and thus is not suitable to estimate "cut.

Since "cut and "total are by definition uncorrelated,
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This is consistent, since for small pcut the two series have
very di#erent structures. In particular, there is no reason
to believe that the same cancellations in "0 will persist
at every order in perturbation theory at a given pcut.
From Eq. (11) it follows that the perturbative uncer-

tainty in "0(pcut) is given by "2
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!1, i.e., by sum-
ming the inclusive cross section uncertainties in quadra-
ture. It also follows that the complete covariance matrix
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where "total and "!1 are considered uncorrelated and
are evaluated by separately varying the scales in the
fixed-order predictions for "total and "!1(pcut), respec-
tively. The "!1 contributions in the lower right 2 & 2
matrix for "0 and "!1 are equivalent to Eq. (6) with
"cut = "!1. Note that in this 2 & 2 space all of "total

occurs in the uncertainty for "0. This is reasonable from
the point of view that "0 starts at the same order in !s as
"total and contains the same leading virtual corrections.
The limit "cut = "!1 which Eq. (12) is based on is

of course not exact but an approximation. However, the
preceding arguments show that it is a more reasonable
starting point than using a common scale variation for
the di#erent jet bins. The latter usually results in the
cross sections being 100% correlated, as in Eq. (1), and
in particular does not account for the additional pcut in-
duced uncertainties. In our numerical examples below,
we will see that our method produces more sensible un-
certainty estimates for fixed-order predictions. In Sec. IV
we will compare the estimates from our method with
those obtained by an explicit resummation in the jet-
veto variable. This provides further evidence that our
method gives consistent uncertainty estimates. Resum-
mation provides a way for improving predictions for the
central value of the cross section, together with better
estimates of "cut and the structure of the theory corre-
lation matrix, as discussed in Sec. IV.
It is straightforward to generalize the above discussion

to jet bins with more jets. For the N -jet bin we replace
"total ! "!N , "0 ! "N , and "!1 ! "!N+1, and take
the appropriate "B . If the perturbative series for "!N ex-
hibits large !s corrections, then the additional large loga-
rithms present in "!N+1 will again lead to cancellations

3 The fact that only two of three are independent is reflected in
the matrix, i.e. any 2 ! 2 submatrix can be used to derive the
full 3! 3 matrix using the relation !total = !0 + !!1.
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which implies that
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Effect on Tevatron analysis?
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predicted cross sections and the decay branching ratios (the decay H ! W+W! is the dominant decay for the region
of highest sensitivity). We therefore use the linear interpolations to extend the results from the 5 GeV/c2 mass grid
investigated to points in between. The regions of Higgs boson masses excluded at the 95% C.L. thus obtained are
156 < mH < 177 GeV/c2 and 100 < mH < 108 GeV/c2. The expected exclusion region, given the current sensitivity,
is 148 < mH < 180 GeV/c2 and 100 < mH < 109 GeV/c2 (masses below mH < 100 GeV/c2 were not studied). The
excluded region obtained by finding the intersections of the linear interpolations of the observed 1"CLs curve shown
in Figure 6 is nearly identical to that obtained with the Bayesian calculation. As previously stated, we make the a

priori choice to quote the exclusion region using the Bayesian calculation.
We investigate the sensitivity and observed limits using CDF’s and D0’s searches for H ! bb̄ taken in combination.

These channels contribute the most for values of mH below around 130 GeV/c2. The contributing channels for CDF
are the WH ! !"bb̄ channels, the ZH ! ""̄bb̄ channels, the ZH ! !+!!bb̄ channels, the WH +ZH + V BF ! jjbb̄
channels, and all of the tt̄H channels. The contributing channels for D0 are the WH ! !"bb̄ channels, the ZH ! ""̄bb̄

1
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Tevatron Run II Preliminary, L ≤ 8.6 fb-1
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SM=1
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FIG. 5: Observed and expected (median, for the background-only hypothesis) 95% C.L. upper limits on the ratios to the SM
cross section, as functions of the Higgs boson mass for the combined CDF and D0 analyses. The limits are expressed as a
multiple of the SM prediction for test masses (every 5 GeV/c2) for which both experiments have performed dedicated searches
in di!erent channels. The points are joined by straight lines for better readability. The bands indicate the 68% and 95%
probability regions where the limits can fluctuate, in the absence of signal. The limits displayed in this figure are obtained with
the Bayesian calculation.

Procedure is used in latest Tevatron combinations

Summer conferences

Used smaller overall uncertainties for inclusive cross-section 
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Log Conclusions

• Large ratios of scales ⇒ large logs in perturbative series

• Poorer convergence of series

• Gives rise to larger perturbative uncertainties 

• Important to treat this effect carefully 
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Merging of fixed order 
calculations  with 
parton showers
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The need for merging
To combine predictions @ short distances with important long 

distance physics, need to merge fixed order calcs and parton showers

Problem is solved for LO accuracy ...

... and implemented in many computer codes

Has been completely automated

For many analyses this is now standard theoretical tool 

Catani, Krauss, Kuhn, Webber (0109231)

Alpgen, Madgraph, Sherpa, ...
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Idea behind merging
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Two main choices

FO

PS FO-PS

FO

PS

FO

Subtraction Phase space separation

Need to know analytical 
expressions for parton shower

Need to be independent of 
arbitrary phase space separation

LO-PS can be negative! More difficult to sum correct logs
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Merging at LO

LO
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As already mentioned, worked out at LO 10 years ago

All approaches use
 phase space separation

Catani, Krauss, Kuhn, Webber (0109231); Alpgen, Madgraph, Sherpa, 
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Merging at NLO

LO
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Both Subtraction and 
phase space separation used

NLO methods available since

Subtraction:
MC@NLO

Phase space separation:
POWHEG

General framework to implement new processes (POWHEG Box)

Ongoing work to completely automate process (aMC@NLO)
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Merging at LO
Recent ideas allow to combine this with LO at higher multiplicity

LO
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CWB, Tackmann, Thaler (0801.4026), 
Hamilton, Nason (2010)

Höche, Krauss, Schönherr, Siegert (2010)
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Merging at LO
Ongoing work to have NLO for all multiplicities

NLO
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CWB, with Geneva collaboration 

Made possible
through applications 

of SCET to event generation
CWB, Fleming, Luke, Pirjol Stewart;

CWB, Schwartz (0607296)
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All above easily generalized to pp collisions, in particular 
W+0 and W+1 jet production
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Merging Conclusions

• Much progress in recent years on merging fixed order 
calculations with parton shower algorithms

• Merging of LO calculations completely standard

• Merging of NLO calculation getting quite mature

• Next goal is to find general way to combine multiple NLO 
calculations
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Final Thoughts

QCD is a fascinating theory, which needs many 
different theoretical approaches

Have only been able to show you a small selection 
of progress made in past years

The LHC has given theorists a new problems 
to think about


